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People living in Japan recognize the convenience store, or konbini, as an increasingly critical piece of social
infrastructure—a 24-hour haven for paying bills, reading magazines, and buying obentō. But these stores are also an
important cultural institution that frames, sometimes in overly determined ways, the aspirations and trajectories of the young
people who frequent them. Konbini are geographically and metaphorically situated between home and school. As such,
they have come to highlight the fissures in Japan’s postwar ideology and social structure, specifically the family and the
nation’s once lauded education-to-work configuration. The proliferation of konbini-baito (part-time convenience store
work), konbini-shoku (convenience cuisine) diets, and practices like hanging out (tamuro) around konbini turn Japan’s
preeminent corner shop into a convenient site for moral panics and societal unease. But are konbini so deserving of this
reputation? Beyond the comedian caricatures of konbini workers and social pundits eulogizing of Japan’s shotengai-shakai
(shopping arcade society), how might these ubiquitous stores be playing a substantive role in redefining daily life in Japan
today for youth in particular? In the following presentation, I draw on eighteen months of fieldwork as a store clerk to
explore how konbini serve not simply as public space, but meaningful places of transition, reflection, and temporary
belonging for young people learning to negotiate the “cool” and “karyū” (downward mobility) of the world they occupy.
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